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Holy Thursday, 9 May
This morning I conceived the idea of a poem in the style of Tarn
o'Shanter —the scene to be laid in the ruined Church of Llanbedr
Painscastle. Two lovers who had made an assignation in the church-
vard to be terrified by seeing through the windows an assembly of
devils, ghosts, lawless lovers and murdered children.
Visited old Price as usual. He was lying on his bed which has been
moved downstairs. He invited me to sit down. I was afraid to
because of the lice. I read to him Psalms cxxi and cxxx.
Friday, 10 May
An Indian letter from Emmie at Hyderabad was forwarded to me
from Langley. It describes their journey up country from Bombay
and their arrival at the Residency, Hyderabad, in their bullock
transits, their horses having jibbed and broken down. There was a
capital description of the moment when the horses struck work in
the midst of a violent thunderstorm at midnight, the pouring rain,
the intense stifling heat of the carriage, the wailing hungry baby,
the lightning-lit barren dreary landscape and the motionless figures
of the Sowar horsemen who were escorting them.
Above Pentwyn old James Jones the sawyer was breaking stones.
We fell into discourse. He said the ground ivy or Robin-run-in-
the-hedge is called Hay Maids in Herefordshire. 'That's hemlock,'
said he severely, taking the white blossom from me. 'That's poison
for Christians/ He said wild garlic, called Jack-in-the-Bush, is a
famous pot herb. The old man's work was done, he put up his tools,
took me home with him, and lent me Culpeper's Herbal.
Saturday, II May
This is the bitterest bleakest May I ever saw and I have seen some
bad ones. May is usually the worst and coldest month in the year,
but this beats them all and out-herods Herod. A black bitter wind
violent and piercing drove from the East with showers of snow.
The mountains and Clyro Hill and Cusop Hill were quite white
with snow. The hawthorn bushes are white with may and snow at
the same time.
Late in the afternoon walking from the Lower House to the
Bronith I met Morrell returning from fishing his water at Cabalva,
His keeper Whitcombe was carrying with justifiable pride a beauti-
ful 9£ Ibs salmon, the first he has killed. Morrell asked me to dine

